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Exascale Simulation of Combustion
• Predict behavior of new fuels in different 

combustion scenarios at realistic 
pressure and turbulence conditions
– Optimize co-design of fuels and engines
– Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 

increase efficiency, shorten time-to-
market

• High-fidelity direct numerical simulation 
and hybrid DNS/LES methodologies
– turbulence- chemistry interactions
– chemical fidelity to differentiate effects 

of fuels
– uncertainties in thermo-chemical 

properties and physics models
– complex flows due to compression by a 

piston, swirl, bluff-bodies, cavities



Emissions and Efficiency Drivers for Autoignition in 
Engines

Courtesy of Ansaldo Energia
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Fundamental Turbulence-Chemistry 
Interactions Motivated by Advanced Engines

• Higher fuel efficiency and lower 
emissions driving combustion 
towards more fuel lean, partially-
premixed conditions

• Mixed-regime combustion

• Multi-stage autoignition -
sensitivity to fuel chemistry and 
preferential diffusion

• Multi-scale interactions and 
backscatter

Lifted dimethyl ether jet flame at 5 bar stabilized on cool 
flame ignition intermediate, flame marker OH (blue); 
methoxymethylperoxy (ignition marker (yellow)



DOE Exascale Computing Project (ECP) uses co-
design and integration to achieve capable exascale
in 2021-2023
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technologies and architectures, and workforce development
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Exascale Computing Project

Pele Project: Transforming Combustion Science and 
Technology Through Exascale Simulation
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Automated Mechanism Generation

Pele: Block-structured adaptive mesh 
refinement, multi-physics: spray, soot, 
and radiation, real gas, complex 
geometry

S3D: multi-block compressible reacting 
DNS multi-physics validation: spray, 
soot, radiation 

Effects of reactivity 
stratification at: 

• high pressure
• high turbulence 
• fuel blends

on:
• ignition delay 
• combustion 

rates 
• emissions



Direct Numerical Simulation – S3D

• DNS of turbulent reacting flows
• Solves compressible reacting 

Navier-Stokes, total energy and 
species continuity equations

• High-order finite-difference methods
• Detailed reaction kinetics and

molecular transport models
• Lagrangian particle tracking (tracers, 

spray, soot)
• In situ analytics and visualization
• Machine learning 
• Refactored for multi-threaded, many 

core heterogeneous architectures

DNS provides unique fundamental 
insight into the chemistry-
turbulence interaction

Chen et al., Comp. Sci. Disc., 2009, Treichler et al. 2017



Computational intensity of DNS scales with Moore’s 
Law
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Figure 2: Temporal evolution of normalized species
concentrations (left axis), temperature and heat re-
lease rate (right axis) for the 3-D RCCI simulation.
The overbar (̄.) denotes an average over the domain.
The dashed line represents heat release rate.

ported to the Legion application code. The existing For-
tran code served as an excellent reference, as it succinctly
described the necessary functionality without being obfus-
cated by directives and/or manual code transformations for
optimization reasons. Since Legion tasks are also unencum-
bered by mapping considerations, the porting was a simple
matter of translating Fortran code into the corresponding
C++ or, in the case of the main CEMA calculation, simply
copying over the Fortran code and adding a C++ wrapper
around it. The porting (and verification) e↵ort required less
than a programmer-week of work. Once the desired func-
tionality was achieved, adding mapping policies for the new
tasks required less than 10 lines of code in the Legion S3D
mapper and was tuned in less than an hour. In particular,
the mapper was able to fit the CEMA tasks into idle periods
on the CPU cores, limiting the overhead of CEMA in the
S3D version to less than 1%.

We explored the use of the OpenACC version for this
simulation as well. This required the OpenACC code to
be updated for both the PRF mechanism and the addi-
tional features described above. A programmer-week of ef-
fort (the same as was required to update the Legion version
of S3D) was invested into trying to incorporate the necessary
changes into the OpenACC version of S3D, with little suc-
cess. The complexity of the PRF chemistry and transport
kernels caused numerous issues with the compiler. Addi-
tionally, the divergence between the Fortran and OpenACC
source trees presented a much larger challenge for imple-
menting the additional features. We estimate that at least
another month of implementation work as well as an un-
known amount of debugging and tuning would be required
to reach a production version of the OpenACC code. These
issues and previous results demonstrating that the Legion
version outperforms the OpenACC version by 2-3X on the
smaller DME and heptane mechanisms [11] led us to aban-
don the e↵ort and collect performance data for the MPI and
Legion version of S3D. We performed our simulation entirely
using the Legion version of S3D.

6. COMBUSTION RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of normalized do-

main average species mass fractions of several key species
along with temperature and heat release for the three dimen-
sional simulation. It can be seen that n-heptane (n-C7H16)

Figure 3: Volume rendering of the heat release rate
at the time corresponding to 50% of total heat re-
lease. Values are in J/m3/s.

is consumed significantly earlier in the cycle than iso-octane.
After the low temperature heat release stage marked by the
first peak in the heat release rate (HRR in Figure 2) profile,
the original n-heptane is almost entirely consumed, most
of it having decomposed to CH2O, C2H4 and other smaller
molecules. Consumption of CH2O and production of OH
appear to coincide with the consumption of all remaining
iso-octane (i-C8H18). This period of time also coincides with
the oxidation of CO. The generation of intermediate species
such as CH2O and CO occurs primarily through the break-
down of n-heptane. Since most heat release later in the
simulation (i.e. the high temperature heat release) is driven
by the oxidation of these intermediates, it follows that com-
bustion is driven by the staged consumption and oxidation
of n-heptane and its intermediates followed by a rapid de-
composition and oxidation of iso-octane.
Compression ignition configurations generally ignite by

generating a series of ignition fronts. One of the most inter-
esting aspects of the RCCI configuration is the appearance of
flame fronts in conjunction with spontaneous ignition fronts.
Ignition fronts are completely reaction driven: individual lo-
cations in the domain react and spontaneously ignite inde-
pendently of their neighbors, down a gradient of ignition de-
lay imposed by spatial variations in reactivity, temperature,
or composition. In contrast, a flame front is di↵usion driven:
individual locations in the domain react and propagate only
when heat and reactants di↵use into them from neighbor-
ing locations. Visually, flame fronts appear as thin, spindly
structures whereas ignition fronts appear as thick, blob-like
structures. Figure 3 shows the overall heat release rate in
the simulation volume at the time corresponding to approxi-
mately 50% of the total heat release. Figure 4 shows slices of
the heat release rate in the simulation domain taken at one
of the midplanes. The three images correspond to time in-
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Outline:

• DNS of tubulent combustion with complex flow at the petascale:

• DNS of turbulent autoigniting n-dodecane diesel jets

• DNS of reheat combustion in staged gas turbines

• Path to exascale combustion simulations (2021-2023)

• Programming models

• Composable in situ workflow (analytics, machine learning)



DNS of a Turbulent Autoigniting n-Dodecane
Jet at 25 Bar

Giulio Borghesi1, Alex Krisman1, Tianfeng Lu2 and Jackie Chen1

1Combustion Research Facility, Sandia National Laboratories
2University of Connecticut

Ketohydroperoxide mass fraction

Borghesi et al. Combustion and Flame, 2018



Background and Objective

• Low-temperature combustion 
(LTC) aims at increasing fuel 
efficiency and reducing emissions

• Under LTC conditions, combustion 
occurs in a mixed mode and in 
multiple ignition stages

• Ignition is now very sensitive to 
the fuel chemistry, especially to 
the low temperature reactions 
branch

Question: How does transport and low-temperature chemistry affect 
ignition in low-temperature diesel combustion?

time



Background on high-temperature ignition

• Homogeneous PSR calculations 
show the existence of x value, xm, 
where ignition delay has a 
minimum; 

• Flamelet simulations show the 
ignition delay increases with scalar 
dissipation N until a critical value is 
reached;

• In practical systems, ignition occurs 
at locations close to xm where N is 
low. The ignition delay is longer 
than in PSR;

• Question: which features of high-T 
ignition carry over to low-T ignition?

us to project with some confidence homogeneous calculations (that
are done with modest computational cost) to inhomogeneous
situations.

If the fuel is distributed in the oxidizer in a manner that global
mixing may occur quickly and the extrema of x shrink so that the
nominal xMR (from one of the methods discussed above) ceases to
exist in the flow, the evolution of temperature in x space can be
somewhat different than the above picture [95]. Nevertheless, the
fundamental finding that a competition between the high
temperature at low x and the high concentrations at higher x leads
to a preferred mixture fraction and that this value does not change
much with flow configuration, remains valid.

A situation more relevant to HCCI combustion, with autoignition
achieved by compression, has also been studied. DNS with one-step
chemistry has shown that if the fuel and air have the same
temperature, autoignition happens around the stoichiometric
mixture fraction [107], although not many details were included for
the temperature in x space. A 2-D simulation using a detailed
scheme for hydrogen and including temperature non-uniformities
but uniform composition, showed the difference between local
autoignition and deflagration following a nearby autoignition site
[14]; this different behaviour has also been observed experimen-
tally [108]. Earlier, Hasegawa et al. [109] reported similar localised
autoignition in a fully-premixed gas with superimposed tempera-
ture fluctuations with a 2-D simulation and one-step chemistry.
Strictly speaking, these should be considered as premixed
combustion problems.

There is very limited experimental evidence on the autoignition
site structure in mixture fraction space. The ambient pressure
experiment by Cabra et al. at the University of Berkeley [110]
reported point Raman–Rayleigh and Laser-Induced Fluorescence
(LIF) measurements in a nitrogen-diluted hydrogen jet at about
100 m/s issuing from a 4.57 mm pipe into a co-flow of hot products
from a lean hydrogen flame. The co-flow velocity was low (about
3.5 m/s) compared to the jet velocity, so the turbulence was created
by shear. The co-flow was at 1045 K and had an oxygen mole
fraction of 0.15. In the experiment, no extra ignition source was
available, but a lifted flame was evident, and hence this problem is
a proper turbulent non-premixed autoignition problem. Plots of
simultaneously-measured temperature and mixture fraction show
large scatter, with an overall gradual transition from the inert
mixing line to the fully-burnt line over an axial distance of many
jet diameters. The data suggest that autoignition (i.e. high

temperature) kernels are located at mixture fractions leaner than
xst, although a quantification of xMR was not attempted. Later data
from a methane jet [111], with the co-flow temperature now at
1350 K, also showed that the highest temperature across mixture
fraction space evolves from a very lean x to the stoichiometric with
downstream distance (Fig. 9), in qualitative agreement with the
shapes from the examples of laminar flamelet simulations shown in
Fig. 4 and the DNS (Fig. 6). In the methane case, it looks as if the
initial temperature increment occurs at very lean mixture fractions,
consistent with homogeneous autoignition calculations of sign in
that paper that show a minimum at an equivalence ratio of 0.05,
corresponding to xMR¼ 0.01 for the jet dilutions used.4 The devel-
opment between these lean mixture fractions and the stoichio-
metric, when examined in terms of conditional averages, seems
gradual (see also Fig. 5 of Ref. [82] for transient flamelet methane
calculations at 40 bar demonstrating the same trend). These
experiments have been the subject of various modelling efforts,
which will be discussed later. Velocity data are also available [112].
Fuels other than H2 and CH4 must also be examined in this
configuration, perhaps following the hierarchy of the laminar flame
autoignition studies, and the effect of pressure must be studied.
Development of appropriate diagnostics that can measure the
mixture fraction for such fuels would also be very fruitful.

2.2.2. Low scalar dissipation
The DNS shows that not all regions with x¼ xMR autoignite

simultaneously [11]. Hence the autoignition process is ‘‘spotty’’ and
we can talk about local autoignition kernels. Such kernels have
been visualised in virtually all the DNS performed so far, with either
one-step or complex chemistry, in turbulent non-premixed flows.

In accordance with our expectation from laminar flow auto-
ignition, it turns out that the regions that autoignite first are those
that have low scalar dissipation. This was first revealed with one-

Fig. 7. Conditionally-averaged reaction rate against mixture fraction from one-step
DNS. The times at which the conditional averages were made, normalized by the
resulting autoignition time for this simulation (with autoignition defined as the first
appearance of a burning spot), are 0.67 (open circles), 0.86 (filled circles) and 0.99
(triangles). Reprinted from Ref. [11], with permission from Elsevier.
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Fig. 8. Calculations of autoignition time in homogeneous hydrogen-air mixtures at
1 bar with various detailed mechanisms: Li et al. [104], Yetter et al. [80], Del Alamo
et al. [105], and O’Conaire et al. [106]. The hydrogen mass fraction in the fuel stream is
Y1,0¼ 0.13 (the rest in N2), T2,0¼ 945 K, T1,0¼ 720 K. The initial species mass fractions
and temperature (dashed line; right axis) are functions of the mixture fraction cor-
responding to frozen mixing. sref is the minimum value (that depends on the scheme)
and xMR the corresponding mixture fraction. Calculations performed by Frouzakis and
Kerkemeier from ETH Zurich. Reproduced from [102].

4 Care is needed with the exact determination of autoignition times for such very
lean mixtures that result in a very small temperature increment from the unburnt
to the burnt state.

E. Mastorakos / Progress in Energy and Combustion Science 35 (2009) 57–9768

The same observations have been found in turbulent situations,
which constitutes our first insight into the autoignition of turbulent
non-premixed combustion, and has come virtually completely
from DNS with various configurations, codes, chemistries and
conditions. For most studies, T1,0< T2,0, so autoignition is accom-
plished as in the laminar canonical flows discussed in the previous
sub-section. The first flow pattern studied was the temporal mixing
layer (Fig. 1b). Initially, a straight interface separated the fuel from
the air and homogeneous isotropic turbulence was introduced.
Limited results were also obtained from slabs of cold fuel exposed
to hot air from either side [11] and small ‘‘blobs’’ of fuel in air [93].
The DNS code used for these simulations was NTMIX, developed at
CERFACS and IFP in France, and was a fully-compressible code with
one-step chemistry simulating two-dimensional turbulent flows.
No forcing was used and hence the turbulence was decaying. The
stoichiometry of methane was used in these simulations. A typical
distribution of the normalized temperature rise above the initial
(inert) value Tin(x), defined as b¼ [T" Tin(x)]/[Tb(xst)" Tin(xst)] with
Tb(xst) the burnt temperature at the stoichiometric mixture fraction,
is reproduced from Ref. [11] in Fig. 6. It is evident that ignition
happens suddenly and that it takes a substantial time for the flame
to acquire the expected shape for complete non-premixed
combustion. In more detail, Fig. 7 shows the reaction rate, condi-
tionally-averaged on the mixture fraction for various times during
the induction period. It is evident that the reaction rate peaks at a x
between 0.10 and 0.15, slightly shifting to higher values with time.
The value predicted by the analysis of Liñán and Crespo [10] for
these conditions (of T1,0, T2,0 and Tact; these are the key parameters
that affect the location of autoignition in mixture fraction space in
the analysis with one-step chemistry) is about 0.12. By reference to
Fig. 7, we may call most reactive mixture fraction, xMR, the value of x
where the reaction rate becomes a maximum. We see that xMR is not
equal to the stoichiometric mixture fraction (0.055 for methane).
The simulations also showed an insensitivity of xMR to the turbulent
timescale, lengthscale, and initial mixing layer thickness.

The point raised above, i.e. that autoignition occurs away from
stoichiometry and always around the same mixture fraction that
depends little on mixing rates and mixture fraction patterns, has
been confirmed with a wide range of additional DNS results with
simplified and complex chemistry, all of which reveal a similar
structure of the autoignition sites in mixture fraction space when
the fuel is colder than the air. Reported work includes simulations

with one-step chemistry in 2-D [94] and 3-D [95] with initial
mixture fraction distributions from a turbulent spectrum rather
than a straight fuel-air interface, simulations with hydrogen
detailed chemistry in 2-D [81,96,97], and with a four-step heptane
mechanism in 2-D [98] and 3-D [99]. In all these, the turbulence is
decaying. Problems with flow include the supersonic mixing layer
(in 2-D) [100], jets of hydrogen in slow co-flow of heated air (in
3-D) [101], and jets of hydrogen in fast co-flowing turbulent heated
air (in 2-D) [102]. An important difference of the detailed chemistry
results compared to the one-step results is that the location of the
peak of the conditionally-averaged heat release rate may shift by
a large amount towards the end of the induction time, and that this
shift depends on the scalar dissipation. However, this shift may or
may not be significant, depending on the fuel, the chemical
mechanism used and the conditions (e.g. T2,0 and T1,0; the effect of
pressure on xMR has not been studied explicitly yet). We can also
observe in Fig. 7 that the reaction zone has significant thickness in
mixture fraction space. This may have been due to the relatively
low activation energy used in the one-step chemical scheme used
for that simulation, but the fact that pre-ignition reaction zones are
relatively wide is borne out by detailed-chemistry DNS and laminar
flame simulations as well.

Is there a way that we can pre-compute xMR? Three separate
methods may be used, all giving results that are reasonably similar.
First, a series of homogeneous reactor calculations can be per-
formed, with initial conditions of species and temperature corre-
sponding to frozen mixing between the cold fuel and the hot air,
which can hence be fully parameterised by the mixture fraction x.
Plotting the autoignition time sign from each of these vs. the cor-
responding x then results in a curve with a minimum. At very lean
mixtures, the temperature is high but there is little fuel. As x
increases, the temperature decreases but the fuel concentration
increases. The competition of these two effects results in an
optimum composition, giving the fastest autoignition time. The
minimum autoignition time, called the reference autoignition time
sref, can be used as a characteristic timescale of the autoignition of
the particular non-premixed flow corresponding to no mixing. The
mixture fraction at which this minimum occurs can be considered
as a surrogate for xMR.

Fig. 8 shows an example of such simulations for hydrogen, for
the conditions of the experiment of Markides and Mastorakos
[103]. For these simulations, four different chemical mechanisms
have been used [80,104–106]. Note that with detailed chemistry
and variable cp, the initial distributions of species mass fractions
and the enthalpy will still be linear functions of x, but the
temperature will not. Unity Le is assumed. It is clear that
a minimum exists; in this case and using, say, the mechanism of
O’Conaire et al. [106], we would conclude that xMR¼ 0.04 and
sref¼ 1.05 ms. Fig. 8 also shows a sensitivity of the predictions to the
detailed mechanism. Despite the expectation that detailed mech-
anisms of hydrogen are probably the best known, differences are
evident, although some convergence may be observed, with the
more recent mechanisms producing increasingly similar results.

Second, we may use the asymptotic analysis results from Ref. [9]
for constant-strain problems (also summarised in Ref. [49]) or from
Refs. [10,90] for unsteady problems. Note that these are derived for
one-step chemistry, but with a proper estimate of the activation
energy they are applicable to real fuels as well (at least in
a temperature range where the autoignition of the fuel behaves in
an Arrhenius manner). Finally, we may perform laminar mixing
layer simulations and examine the location where the reaction rate
peaks or autoignition occurs, e.g. from graphs as in Fig. 4. This
approach can fully incorporate differential diffusion effects and
some effects of strain [81,88].

For the conditions of Ref. [11], xMR from the first method above
gave a value about 0.11, the asymptotic analysis gave 0.12, while the
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Fig. 5. Calculations of autoignition time of heptane in an unsteady flamelet between
hot air and cold fuel with unity Lewis numbers under constant scalar dissipation with
reduced and detailed mechanisms. Reprinted from Ref. [84], with permission from
Elsevier. The potential effect on the results of the numerical solver is also evident.

E. Mastorakos / Progress in Energy and Combustion Science 35 (2009) 57–9766

Figure: ignition delay time in PSR and 
in nonpremixed flamelet simulation1[1] E. Mastorakos, PECS (2009), pp. 57-97



Low Temperature Diesel Combustion 
Experiments – Engine Combustion Network

Skeen et al., PROCI 35 (2015) 
3167-3174

Dahms et al., PROCI 36 (2017) 2615-
2623



DNS Configuration and Physical Parameters
• Pressure: 25 bar

• Air stream: 15% XO2+85% XN2, T=960 K

• Fuel stream: n-dodecane at !=0.3, T=450 K

• Kinetics: 35-species non-stiff reduced (Lu)

• Fuel jet velocity: 21 m/s, Rej = 7000, Ret ~ 950

• Code and cost: S3D Legion, 60M CPUh

• Setup:
– 3 billion grids

– 3 microns spatial grid resolution

– Dimensions: 3.6 mm x 14.0 mm x 3.0 mm

– 1 ms of physical time with 4 ns timesteps
to observe ignition and propagation of 
burning flames throughout the domain

– BCs: X and Z periodic, Y NSCBC outflows
Figure: H2O2 mass fraction at 
t=0.17 ms after start of 
reactions



Homogeneous Multi-Stage Autoignition

Temporal evolution of 
selected reactive scalars

Homogeneous ignition delay 
time

1st Stage, Low-T

2nd Stage, High-T

!st

3-4X



Dynamics of Two-Stage n-dodecane 
Autognition in a Jet at Diesel Conditions

Rendering by Chris Ye, Min Shih, Franz Sauer, and Kwan-Liu Ma

H2O2 mass fractionKetohydroperoxide and T,K (>1150K)



Conditional statistics reveal ignition dynamics

Temperature

H2O2

Ketohydro-
peroxide

time



Turbulent versus homogeneous ignition

Low-T and high-T ignition in jet can be faster and than 
homogeneous ignition!

Low T

High T
0.01

0.5



Propagation mechanism for low-T reaction front

Figure: Fraction of reactive low-T fronts propagating as a flame

Low-T fronts propagate through diffusively supported flame 

Sketch of reaction / diffusion balance along 
normal for KET for flame and ignition kernel 

timee

Flames + 
spontaneous 
ignition

FlamesFlames



Effect of Scalar Dissipation Rate on Low 
Temperature Ignition
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Conclusions

• Low-temperature reactions create the conditions for high-
temperature ignition to occur faster than under homogeneous 
conditions;

• Low-temperature front appears to propagate through a diffusively 
supported cool flame;

• High scalar dissipation appears to delay low-temperature ignition; 
however, it leads to faster ignition at very rich mixture conditions;

• High-T ignition starts at conditions richer-than-homogeneous 
conditions  (x=0.16 compared to x=12). Edge flames are seen to 
form around xst.  High-T flame ignites mainly by propagation of rich 
premixed flames following hot ignition to xst.



Direct Numerical Simulation of flame stabilization 
assisted by auto-ignition at reheat conditions

Konduri Adityaa, Andrea Gruberb, Mirko Bothienc and Jacqueline H. Chena
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Staged gas turbine combustion

• Originally developed by ABB for high efficiency, load flexibility 
and low emissions 

• Recently improved and simplified (reduced cost) for the H-class 
GT36  (538MW of power)

• First (premix) combustion stage based on flame propagation
• Second (sequential) combustion stage based on auto-ignition 



Reheat burner

DNS of idealized reheat burner configuration from Ansaldo Energia
Operating conditions: 
• Inlet temperature: ∼ 1100 K 
• Pressure: ∼ 20 atm

Scaled conditions: 
• Mean inlet temperature: 1100 K
• Pressure: 1 atm
• Fuel: hydrogen 

Objective: 
• Understand the flame stabilization 
• Identify the modes of combustion 
• Quantify the role of auto ignition 



Simulation parameters

• Chemical mechanism: 9 species hydrogen-air (Li et al., 2004)

• Inflow composition: premixed H2 + O2 + N2 + H2O (φ = 0.35) 

• Ubulk = 200m/s, uʹ = 20m/s, Tinlet = 1100K, Twall = 750K

• Inflow profile: feed from DNS of a fully developed channel flow,
Reb ∼13, 000, Reτ= 378 (viscous length scale)

Feed data 

sampling plane



Two combustion configurations are observed:

• Design state: mainly auto-ignition in the combustion chamber 

• Intermittent auto-ignition state: ignition in mixing section 

Iso-surfaces of 
vorticity magnitude 
colored by 
temperature

Two Combustion States 



Design combustion state

Combustion modes:
• Autoignition along center-
line 

• Flame propagation near 
corners 
• HO2: indicative of chain 
branching 



Transport budget analysis

• Auto-ignition: balance between 
advection and reaction 
• Flame propagation: balance between 
diffusion and reaction



Modes segmented with chemical explosive 
mode analysis (CEMA)

• α = φs /φω : ratio of the projected non-chemical source term and 
the projected chemical source term (C. Xu et al., PROCI 2018 ) 

Three modes are identified:
• Assisted-ignition (α > 1): diffusion significantly promotes reaction
• Auto-ignition (−1 < α < 1): chemistry plays a dominant role
• Extinction zone (α < −1): diffusion dominates chemistry and 
suppresses ignition 



Intermittent auto-ignition state 

• Early auto-ignition in the 
mixing section 

• Ignition kernel advects
downstream 

• Occurs intermittently 



Intermittent auto-ignition state 

Compression wave

Auto-ignition Contours of 
heat release

• Local rise in pressure due 
to intermittent 
constructive interference 
pattern 

• Increases local 
temperature by 20-30 K 

• High reactivity of hydrogen 

• Decrease in ignition delay 
time (30%) 

Contours of instantaneous dilatation



Conclusions
• Performed DNS of a reheat burner at scaled conditions 
• Two states of hydrogen/air combustion have been observed:
• design state: flame propagation and auto-ignition in the combustor
• intermittent auto-ignition in mixing section 

• Premature auto-ignition arises due to pressure (and following 
temperature) rise in mixing section 
• Quantified the contribution of different modes towards heat release 

using chemically explosive mode analysis (CEMA) 



Constraints imposed by exascale architecture

CHAPTER 2. MACHINE MODEL
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual Model of a Future High Performance Computing Node
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Figure 2.2: Example Execution Spaces in a Future Computing Node
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Conceptual model of future HPC node

• Power: primary design constraint 
for future HPC system design

• Cost: Data movement dominates: 
optimize to minimize data 
movement

• Concurrency: Exponential growth 
of parallelism within chips

• Locality: must reason about data 
locality and possibly topology

• Memory Scaling: Compute growing 
2x faster than capacity or 
bandwidth, 
Heterogeneity:Architectural and 
performance nonuniformity

Express data locality and independence, express massive parallelism, 
minimize data movement and reduce synchronization,  detect and address 
faults
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Parallel Programming 101 - Productivity

Functionally correct 
application code

Mapping to target 
machine

Extraction of parallelism Management of
data transfers

Task scheduling 
Latency hiding

Data-Dependent 
Behavior
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Parallel Programming 101

Functionally correct 
application code

Mapping to target 
machine

Extraction of parallelism Management of
data transfers

Task scheduling 
Latency hiding

Data-Dependent 
Behavior

Compiler/Runtime
understanding of 

data
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Legion programming system applied to S3D
• A data-centric parallel programming system

• A programming model for heterogeneous, distributed machines
– Automates many aspects of achieving high performance, such as extracting task- and 

data-level parallelism
– Automates details of scheduling tasks and data movement (performance optimization)
– Separates the specification of tasks and data from the mapping onto a machine 

(performance portability)
• Legion application example: S3D

– Production combustion simulation
– Written in ~200K lines of Fortran
– Direct numerical simulation using explicit 

methods

36 

S3D 

 Production combustion simulation 

 Written in ~200K lines of Fortran 

 Direct numerical simulation using explicit methods 

S3D performance Legion vs. MPI

S. Treichler et al., “S3D-Legion: An Exascale Software for Direct Numerical 
Simulation (DNS) of Turbulent Combustion with Complex Multicomponent 
Chemistry,” CRC Book on Exascale Scientific Applications: Programming 
Approaches for Scalability Performance and Portability, 2017.
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Legion task graph for 1 time step for S3D-Legion 
DNS running ndodecane (35 species) on a single 
Summit node

• Nodes – tasks (compute kernels or data copies)
• Edges – ordering dependencies between the nodes
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Exploring the design space of in situ workflows:
constraints and observations

• Minimize performance impact to the simulation
– Work within time and memory constraints
– Minimize cache impact

• Behavior of analysis algorithms varies widely
– Data dependencies, communication patterns, scalability, instruction 

mixes, time and memory requirements
– Data dependent algorithms are very hard to characterize
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Analytics Algorithms Used by Combustion 
Applications Differ in Behaviors (from 
Solvers and with Each Other)

• Multi-variate volume and particle rendering
• Particle querying and analysis
• Topological feature

segmentation:
– Contour trees
– Morse-Smale complex
– Time tracking
– Scalar field comparison

• Filtering and averaging 
• Shape analysis
• Statistical moments (conditional), dimensionality 

reduction (joint PDFS), spectra (scalar, velocity, …)
• UQ driven analytics (quantities of interest)

• Machine Learning and anomaly detection

Flame-centric 
control volume 
analysis

Build graphs
Integer ops
Branching
Data 
dependent

Floating point
Compute 
intensive
Data-parallel
Low 
communication
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In-situ data analytics in Legion
Chemical Explosive Mode Analytics (CEMA)

• CEMA: eigenvalue solve on the reaction rate Jacobian to determine the mode of 
combustion

• Run CEMA at each time step as a diagnostic to steer mesh refinement
• CEMA computation takes longer than a single explicit RK stage (6 stages/timestep)
• Dividing CEMA across RK stages and interleaving with other computation so as not 

to impact other critical operations would be hard to schedule manually
• Asynchronous task execution,  schedule CEMA on CPU resources
• Interoperate Fortran CEMA with Legion code – took a day to implement
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Execution overhead of in-situ analytics (CEMA) 
in S3D-Legion is small (Titan & Piz Daint)

98%
reduction

84%
reduction
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Legion S3D lessons learned

• Legion
– S3D shows potential of data-centric, task-based models
– Enables new simulation capabilities (physics, and in situ analytics)
– Code is easier to modify and maintain

• Ports are just new mappings, easy to tune for performance
• New functionality usually just means new tasks
• Legion will figure out the dependences and scheduling
• Strong scaling well enables more complex workflows with analytics
• Productivity requires higher level abstraction layer for scientists to 

write in

• Co-Design and ECP
– The Legion/S3D experience is a tribute to application co-design
– Computer and computational scientists worked closely
– Major progress on important problems resulted
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Exascale Targets: Science at Relevant Engine Conditions

• Hybrid DNS/LES (near DNS) with dynamic 
adaptive mesh refinement, multi-physics 
(sprays, soot, radiation at high pressure) in 
geometry

• Reactivity Stratified Compression Ignition IC 
Engines - multi-stage, high pressure autoignition of 
a liquid hydrocarbon fuel blend, soot formation

• Natural Gas IC Engines – ignition and knock

• Scramjets – cavity stabilized shear driven lean 
turbulent premixed flames, effect of products 
recirculation coupled with high Re, high Ka, 
compressible flames

• Gas Turbines  – swirl stabilized spray combustion 
gas turbines with lean premixed combustion, flame 
stabilization, nitric oxide emissions, thermo-
acoustics

• Include in-situ analytics & visualization


